
 

Make a Messenger Bag Out of Trash 
 

Last week I brought some junk bicycles back from the grave to make a single speed bike.  

Then I noticed that folks who ride bikes use messenger bags.  I needed to make one! 

 

 
 

This weekend, grab some plastic bags and upcycle them into a messenger bag!  Recycling 

is when you take something that his thought of as trash and reuse it.  Upcycling is when 

you take something that is thought of as trash and make something of greater use and value 

out of it. 

 

Learn more about upcycling here:  

http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2005/iap-junkyard-0126.html 

 

And here: 

http://www.mcdonough.com/cradle_to_cradle.htm 



 

I found inspiration for this bag at Federico’s site.  His design incorporates the golden 

rectangle, with classical proportions.  I contacted him for permission to use his design and 

he responded and let me know that his designs are creative commons and so I went boldly 

forward with my plan.  Federico makes his bags out of vinyl signs that he liberates from 

the trash.  I looked at my local kinkos trash but didn’t find any and so I needed an 

alternative material. 

 

 
 

I talked to my friend Anda at Etsy.com and she suggested fusing plastic bags together to 

make durable plastic.  Perfect! 

 

What follows is Anda’s tutorial on fusing bags followed by Federico’s plans for a 

messenger bag.  This is an easy project. Go for it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fusing Plastic Bag Tutorial 

By Anda Lewis of Etsy.com 

 

Do you have one zillion plastic drugstore and grocery bags under your sink, or perhaps 

smooshed into a drawer? Ever wanted a cheap and easy use for them? One that leaves you 

with an intriguing and useful homemade craft supply? Do you have an iron? Why don't 

you fuse them together? 

 

 

 
 

What you'll need: 

 

Plastic bags (thin, flimsy ones work best) 

Parchment paper, freezer paper or plain old copier paper 

Iron (and your favorite ironing surface) 

 

 



 
 

 

Flatten out the bag and trim the bottom seam and handles off. This allows the bag to be 

opened up into a larger rectangle of plastic. 

 



 
 

Turn the bag inside-out if it has printing on it. Once the ink heats up, it comes off the bag 

and makes a huge mess. If the bag has an interesting design that you'd like to preserve, try 

using a clear plastic bag layered on top of the printed one. 

 

We find that between 6-8 layers of plastic gives the best results. So, you can either fold 

your bag twice until it is 8 ply thick, or use three or more bags layered on top of one 

another. Trying to fuse less than 6 layers often results in little holes forming in the finished 

piece and a generally weaker material. 



  
 

Sandwich your plastic bags between the parchment paper. Next, run a hot iron (we set ours 

to "Rayon", but you will need to experiment a little to see what works for you) and keep 

the iron moving constantly. Make sure to get the edges, and after about 15 seconds, flip it 

over and iron the opposite side for a few seconds. 

 

 

 

 



  
 

Peel a corner of the paper back to see if the plastic is fused together. It should be fairly 

smooth and "one sheet" to the touch (watch out, its a little hot). If the layers are not all 

melted together, iron it some more. 

 

Peel the parchment paper away from the finished plastic sheet. Voila. Now, you can use 

this stuff to make a million things. We've made re-usable grocery totes, wallets, and floor 

cushions; I think its an inexpensive way to make waterproof linings for beach bags and 

makeup clutches.  

 

  
 

 

 

 



Recycled Banner Golden Mean Messenger Bags 

by Federico of eeio.blogspot.com 

 

Last summer L. and I wanted to steal one of those orange banners that announced the 

minimal future exhibition at the MOCA with a Richard Serra piece to make a bag out of it 

a la freitag. imagine that, a Richard Serra bag. We even profiled a few lightposts that we 

could climb to get the material but never did it. L. bough some vinyl downtown and we did 

some things with it and decided that we liked the material so the idea hanged on. A few 

weeks ago I was riding home from work and after stopping to check two bicycle shop 

dumpsters (you know, they trash all kinds of usable stuff) I went by certain banner printing 

place to check if they were throwing any banners away and surprise! their dumpsters were 

full of material. there were people working that day and the shops were open to the alley 

but I grabbed a big piece of vinyl and rolled away in my skinny bike. I must have looked 

like a cat grabbing a big chunk of cheese. one block away I folded the thing and strapped it 

to my bag. 

 

So it was time to make a messenger bag. Once confronted with the design issue I looked 

around in the web but couldn't find anything that specific. Well, a lot of bags I'd like to 

have and some features worth trying. In one visit to the kitchen Jimmy showed me his 

bags and the things he liked about them, one from chrome and one from P.A.C designs. I 

definitely like those chromes too. I drew a crude sketch of the chrome with a sharpie on a 

postal envelope I found and stuffed it in my pocket. Then, that night, I took a sketch book 

and a pencil and an internet enabled computer and drew a first proposal for the pattern. I 

wanted to use the golden ratio in the design so i watched this animation I like a lot about 

the Fibonacci sequence a couple of times and visited a couple of sites about the golden 

ratio. You know, the thing is everywhere, body, art, nature, literature, corporate logos. So, 

I thought, messenger bags, why not? there is no guarantee that something based on the 

"divine proportion" is going to be pleasing to the eye, or magically entwined with the 

nature of the cosmos. But for me it served as a starting point. An interesting starting point. 

I began with a simple 3x5 rectangle (any rectangle built with consecutive numbers of the 

Fibonacci sequence approximates a golden rectangle) that would be the shape of the bag 

when closed. to see it open, I made an equal rectangle on top. The location of pockets and 

flaps was determined by the unit (1). And hence the central pocket would be a golden 

rectangle as well: 



 
 

This first sketch looked rather square to me so I traced the larger side of a triangle with 

sides 1 and 2 in the lower corners of my original rectangle and that rendered the second 

sketch: 

 

 



Happy with this one, I went on to make a prototype with some of the stuff I found days 

before. Some kind of mesh vinyl very easy to sew. this is the first prototype: 

 

 
 

and it looked and felt good so I went on to make a full featured bigger version with that 

shape. the straps and small plastic buckles came from shopping carts. you know, L.A. is 

full of orphan shopping carts, they appear in every corner in every possible sad state. They 

are to L.A. what umbrellas are to New York. so, yes, I took those straps and buckles in a 

gesture that is to me like picking up sea shells at the beach. The city is in many ways like 

the sea, and so it gives a lot. I took the big buckle from a suitcase in certain chain store. I 

bought the velcro and found the foam for the shoulder strap in the thrash. when I sewed the 

velcro on the front flap the stitches were visible so I decided to sew the clear vinyl on top. 

I think it adds some appeal and the possibility to customize the bag with anything you 

want to put there. to start with I put some little tarot cards I had, including the one that I'm 

planning to use as a logo. the border of the flap is made out of a bicycle tube. 

 



 
 



   
 

when the bag was ready I took it for a test ride during my daily commute to work. First 

disadvantage: the material doesn't breath so your back can get wet. Not many messenger 

bags are made with breathable materials and this happens very often. But I'm thinking 

about using a different material in the back to ensure certain transpiration. Someone 

suggested to put some detachable part that you can wash anytime, i might try that but i 

don't know how good is velcro on your back, or if the hardcore cyclist ever thought about 

washing his messenger bag. I also took it to December's midnight ride and received a lot of 

encouraging commentaries (thanks a lot people). 

 

This one handles o.k. with a big load but I wasn't happy with the shape yet. I think the 

stabilizing strap is too high and the shoulder strap is a little stiff. my next attempt was a 

golden rectangle folded in half: 

 

 
 

t renders a big big bag that covers your whole back. It is very deep and the flap has a lot of 

surface. i only made one prototype but i like it. It closes well even without velcro and has a 

lot of room, but it is a little square and i don't think it would make a good all-around bag. 

 



Then I made some drawings of the way this kind of bag is positioned in someone's back 

and it occurred to me that I should use the shape were the golden ratio appears most 

naturally: a pentagram. Just to think about the history of this shape can make your head 

spin. From Pythagoras to Marilyn Manson. But on the other side, it is like the play dough 

of shapes. You can make so many things with it and yet it retains its properties. so i drew 

the basic shape of the bag using a pentagram: 

 

   
 

a very easy way to determine the length of the sides is to use three consecutive numbers of 

the Fibonacci sequence. First you choose the total length of the bag (a) and then the 

numbers before that one are the lengths of (b) and (c) in the illustration. the height is 

calculated using the Pythagorean theorem : h2 + (c/2)2 = b2 in this case. (it sounds fancy 

but i bet you learned this in highschool). 

 

I used a Fibonacci calculator to find the approximated numbers of my bag. I wanted a 

48cm bag so this were the three consecutive numbers which i roughly converted to 

centimeters : 

... 1836311903 – 2971215073 – 4807526976 ... 

 

the figures above illustrate the measures but the actual pattern I used looks like the 

following because you have to add the bottom and the sides of the bag: 

 



 
 

and here is the first bag i made with this pattern: 

 

 
 



I'm still working on the way the strap is attached to the bag. in all the other bags it was 

sewed on but in this one I decided to try a different way so i sewed just the "D-rings" to 

the bag (like the one you can see in the pic from the side) and the strap is attached to them. 

I'm not totally convinced about this yet but i like the general shape. For the strap I'd love to 

get my hands on some car seatbelts. The central pocket was made folding a piece of 

material that has the shape of the orange part in the picture above so it goes according to 

the other lines of the design. The interior is made of a lighter fabric (a flag actually) and 

the border of the flap is made out of bicycle tube. That tube is one of the hardest things to 

sew on but I've discovered some tricks along the way. It's also the part were our sewing 

machine lets me know I'm totally pushing her limits. 

 

Well, the thing is evolving at its own pace. I've found inspiration and support in the people 

that surround me and I want to thank them for that. Big thanks! (you know who you are). I 

also want to give to the world and that's why I'm sharing this part of the process. I'd love to 

see what others do with the same patterns so I'm giving them away with a creative 

commons license which means that you can freely use them for yourself, copy, modify or 

distribute them, but if you are going to use them for commercial purposes you need my 

permission (read more here). Please send me your comments, questions, suggestions and 

pictures. All of them will be greatly appreciated. If you need further advice making your 

own bag don hesitate, send me an email at ffederico[at]gmail.com. 

 

The following is the pattern I've been using for the latest bags. I've simplified the top and 

made it so the lateral seams end in the center of the bottom part. This also allows an easier 

way of attaching the straps directly into these seams. This new pattern still renders the 

same shape: 

 

 
 



Thanks to both Anda and Federico for sharing their expertise! 

 

Making the bag out of fused plastic required some changes to the plan.  My plan ended up 

looking something like this: 

 
As you can see, my measurements are different because I had to work with the amount of 

material that I had and so it does’t have the measurements of the golden rectangle.   

 

Also instead of using 8 ply with the bags, I folded them over an extra time to make them 

16 ply so they’d be super strong for carrying things around.  I should mention that when 

you are ironing the plastic, it puts out some toxic gases.  Work in a well ventilated area and 

wear a respirator if you’re pregnant. 

 

Adding the straps after I had sewed it up was a bit challenging. Next time I’ll think ahead 

and do it before I sew it all together. 

 

Now it’s time for you to get out all the plastic bags that you don’t do anything with and 

make your own creation.  I can’t wait to see what you do with the bags and other creations 

that you make out of this material!  Make sure to take pictures and upload them to the 

Make: flickr pool at http://flickr.com/groups/make/pool. 
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Learn how you can get 32-bit performance with 
8-bit simplicity using Microchip’s broad portfolio of 16-bit 

PIC® microcontrollers and dsPIC® digital signal controllers. 
 

Register today for a half-day seminar near you. 
 
This seminar shows you how the PIC24 and dsPIC33 devices can enable your next design and covers:  

• An introduction to the key architectural and peripheral features of Microchip’s 16-bit devices 
• Software libraries and development tools that reduce your development time and get your product to market quickly 
• How to combine peripheral features, architectural features and software libraries to create new designs more easily 
• Microchip’s three product families, PIC24F, PIC24H and dsPIC33, with detailed application case studies 
• Training resources Microchip offers to help you get started solving your next application requirement 

 
Who Should Attend: 
Embedded systems designers not familiar with Microchip's 16-bit PIC24 and dsPIC DSC offerings who need to reduce their time to 
market and require 16/32-bit performance microcontrollers with well supported, easy-to-use powerful development tools. 
 
Discounted Tools & Boards include: 
MPLAB

® 
ICD 2 Limited Edition - An all-in-one in circuit debugger/programmer solution the MPLAB ICD 2 Limited Edition is a low 

cost, real-time debugger and programmer for our entire 16-bit portfolio. 
 

16-bit 28-Pin Starter Development Board - The 16-bit, 28-pin Starter Development Board serves as a development kit and 
evaluation tool for Microchip’s 16-bit microcontrollers and digital signal controllers. 
 
Also included in the standard package are: 

• Free software libraries 
• Free MPLAB IDE Integrated Development Environment 
 

 

Cost: 
$25 includes seminar attendance 
$99 includes seminar attendance, MPLAB ICD2 
Limited Edition and 16-bit 28 pin Starter Development 
Board 

To register today for a 16-bit seminar 

near you, visit our registration site at 

www.microchip.com/seminars. 

http://www.makezine.com/go/microchipseminars
http://www.makezine.com/go/microchipseminars
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